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green, if a trifle pale, But as one looked, they paled still
further, fading perceptibly from greenish till they blanched
into white. For the whole plain was dusted white with plum-
blossom ; and that incredible valley-floor was carpeted with
plums—with (why burke it ?) prunes. So, for me, after
that morning prunes will always wear the authentic colour of
romance,
To meet the Santa Clara Valley suddenly in flower is some-
thing beyond the grasp of adjectives and the rich eloquence
of railway folders. It is not easy, perhaps it is scarcely pos-
sible, to evoke that sunlit picture. Yet if M. Anatole
France could believe one of the innumerable holy men with
whom he consoled his own wistful unbelief, St. Clara had a
well in Italy with power to bring back the past, For he saw
in it the mirrored pictures of Le Puits de Sainte Claire, But,
for me, it is a small and very gracious past that rises on the
still waters of my well of Santa Clara—a long dinner-table
buried in plum-blossom where Ireland sat serene and smiling, a
path that wound up among the redwoods (with a wary eye for
poison-ivy), and the still sunshine of California flooding a half-
Italian garden in a white valley carpeted with magic prunes,
9. Grand Canyon
I attempt no description of this combat, knowing the
unintettigibilUy and the repulsiveness of all attempts to
communicate the Incommunicable,—confessions of an
english opium-eater.
The formula is simple. Take the step-pyramid of Saqqara;
stain it a dozen shades of red, from brick-dust to a dingy
crimson; lay on the colour in great sweeping stripes, five
hundred feet from edge to edge and a half-mile across, until
it looks like a mountain that has struggled into a giant's
football jersey; summon twenty of its fellows in similar
attire; set them to watch a river racing angrily a mile
below their summits; enclose the watching hills in a gorge
a dozen miles across; and you have, if words can render it,
the Grand Canyon of the Colorado River. A wise Opium-
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